Meeting was called to order at 3:00.

Present were Ms. Rachel, Jillian Kouzmanoff, Reagan Simpson, Kate Richardson, Paloma Dennehy, and Victoria Wall.

Meeting began with a quick update on our weeks.

Logos were presented. Grace McIntyre was the only one to submit a logo, so hers will be our logo for 2019. Ms. Rachel will convert her drawing to a graphic.

Ms. Rachel passed around a poster and a sample Instagram post she made to promote the Princess Bride screening. Due to Ms. Rachel's schedule, the event has been planned for Friday, July 12 from 5-7pm. Jillian suggested that the wording should be changed from "other snacks welcome" to "You're welcome to bring other snacks!" Ms. Rachel will make the change before she puts the marketing out. Ms. Rachel will post to the library's Facebook and Instagram pages and asked teens to share the posts and screenshot them to share with friends on Snapchat, since the library does not have a Snapchat presence.

It was decided that posters should be shared around town at places teens frequent. The stores identified were Mean Bean, Kaladi's, Galena Juicery, and the bakery on Diagonal Street. Reagan, Kate and/or Jillian will distribute posters next week. Ms. Rachel will email the posters to the East Dubuque and Elizabeth Libraries to share with their teens.

Discussion shifted to the August back-to-school crafts program. Everyone was encouraged to try to think of a cute or clever name for the program. Ms. Rachel shared some craft ideas she had seen on Pinterest. Paloma also brought some notebook decoration crafts she found online. The group decided to do locker photo magnets, backpack decoration and notebook/journal decorating. It was decided that setting a date should be done when a larger group is in attendance at TAB.

The group then talked about the teen space upstairs. It was decided that specific furniture choices should be made after the walls/mural were decided on. With the color scheme (navy/coral/aqua or light blue), the group thought that a galaxy or sunset mural would look best. Everyone will look for examples of these kinds of mural walls for inspiration. It was also suggested that one wall could be a drawing wall with a dry erase board or chalkboard paint. Another suggestion was to have a signature wall, wherein teens could borrow a Sharpie from the front desk to sign their names to the wall. Other items discussed for the space include: a fold-down game table or desk, a craft or maker cart, and cabinets for storage under the bench or the coffee table.

Ms. Rachel then passed out Bookpages and Growing Minds to give teens a chance to look at new or upcoming book releases and to share which ones they thought the library should get. Ms. Rachel will share these whenever she gets new ones so that teens can have a say about the books available to them in the library.

Ms. Rachel asked the group how they would feel about doing a craft project to fill any extra time at the weekly meetings. One idea was to make pet toys for Safe Haven. It was also suggested that perhaps the group could do a service trip to Safe Haven at some point.
Meeting adjourned at 3:50 PM.